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6TH ANNUAL NATIONAL MARKET
TRANSFORMATION CONFERENCE:
OPENING AFTERNOON

Hotel Information
Registration
Past Conferences
SAVE THE DATE:
August 9 -11, 2017

See Ya'll in Henderson
For those arriving in Henderson early a
pre-conference reception is scheduled
for the evening of August 9th in the
ESC Hospitality Suite. The conference
sessions begin the afternoon of August
10th and conclude the afternoon of
August 11th.
The host hotel, Green Valley Ranch
Resort and Spa, provides free airport
transportation, has a business center
and free wired high-speed internet in
the guest rooms.

The ESC is the nation's only publicprivate partnership organization
dedicated to accelerating the broader
use and acceptance of Energy
Savings Performance
Contracting at the state and local
level. If you are in a position of
delivering the benefits of ESPC, this
conference is designed for you.

The National ESC and the Nevada Chapter of the ESC
will welcome attendees to the Henderson at the
opening of the 6th Annual Market Transformation
Conference on the afternoon of August 10, 2017.
The traditional start of the conference is two con-current training workshops, one
specific to the host state (how to do ESPC in the State of Nevada) and the other
a national training workshop for attendees that highlights strategies to maximize
State Program success across the country. A networking break follows in the
exhibit hall followed by the opening welcome, two opening keynote speeches
and an opening keynote panel discussion. Day 1 concludes with the Nevada
ESC Chapter Host Reception.
You don't have to be a member to attend the national conference, but
attendance is limited -- so you do need to register soon! See ya'll in Henderson
Learn More

Thank You Bronze Sponsor: Intelligent Conservation Systems (ICS)

Intelligent Conservation Systems is a provider of intelligent water conservation.
ICS provides and installs state of the art innovative systems with proven track
records for both performance and savings. ICS completely evaluates all water
uses within a facility and develops the best water conservation plan tailored to
that facility.
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